
Solly Clouser

Hook:Gamakatzu B10S stinger #4
Thread: Monofilament
Eyes: 5/32 Dazel or bead chain
Tail: Squirrel Tail
Legs: Oil color Rubber legs tied in V style
Tail Flash: Orange Krystal Flash
Body: Grizzly Variant Schlappen Orange
Body Flash: One turn of Dyed UV Polar chenille
Head: flat Diamond Braid

Instructions:

Tie in eyes a distance of approx. 1/3 length of hook shank behind eye of hook. Figure eight eye and
then post eye with approx. 5 tight wraps of thread. Then glue underside of thread to eye.

Wrap thread to just behind eye of hook and tie in one sparse clump of squirrel tail approx. 3 times
the length of hook shank or however long you want the tail. Make sure you put a small amount of
super glue on the top of hook shank. Pull hair over top of eyes. Wrap thread tightly at eye of hook
then jump thread to just behind the eyes. You want the head of fly to taper nicely. Tie hair down to
just before bend of hook.

Tie in rubber legs “V” style starting behind eyes to just short of bend. Make sure legs are divided
to each side of hook. Tie in sparse clump of orange krystal flash “V” style.Apply supper glue to top
of shank and tie in sparse clump of squirrel tail starting at behind the eyes. Now you have
sandwiched the rubber legs and flash which should prevent the legs from wrapping around the
shank when fishing.

The body is made from one long and large variant schlappen hackle that is tied in wet fly style.
Make sure each wrap is pulled back before making the next wrap. You want the hackle tips to lay
back. Tie in on wrap of Dyed UV Polar chenille wet fly style. Wrap thread back towards bend of
hook while you hold the hackle and chenille in the position of a wet fly. Next tie in about a 3 “ length
of flat diamond braid and wrap sparsely around eyes and to just behind eye of hook. Whip finish
and then apply tuffleye to head.

This fly really pulsates in the water so let it drop during your strips. A remember to always vary the
stripping pattern until you find the right Mojo.
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